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INTRODUCTION

Bully victimization is a common problem among children and adolescents, with prevalence rates of 5-20 percent in Scandinavian countries (1–3). Victims of bullying tend to experience more symptoms of depression and anxiety, loneliness and diminished self-esteem, and engage in self-harming behaviour more often than non-victimized peers (4–6). Further, prior studies have linked bully victimization in childhood to similar outcomes in adulthood, including depression, anxiety, suicide, and psychotic symptoms (4,7–10). Other negative correlates include lower income, impaired physical health, and problems in social relationships (11). Given the adverse outcomes associated with bully victimization, identifying children at particular risk of being bullied and the causal character of such links is important in designing risk assessment and prevention strategies.

Children with neurodevelopmental problems (NDPs) represent one such group of individuals, as they tend to experience more bully victimization than their normally developing peers (1), particularly those diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD; (12,13) Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD; (14,15) and motor coordination problems (16,17). Yet, it remains unclear if particular diagnoses or symptoms uniquely predict bully victimization, or whether NDPs in general are associated with bully victimization. NDPs, although described as separate conditions by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder (DSM; (18), have a high degree of symptom overlap and “pure” conditions are rare (19–21). Indeed, recent research into the structure of NDPs indicate that much of the co-variation among NDPs is accounted for by a broad general factor (22). This general factor indicates that symptoms classified as belonging to different diagnostic entities are influenced by the same genes. It may be that this general NDP factor is the primary risk factor for bully victimization rather than specific NDPs. Further, previous research has been limited by cross-sectional design, making conclusions regarding causality difficult. In the present study, we used a prospective design to assess children for a wide range of NDPs, making it possible to discern if associations with bully victimization at follow-up are general or unique to specific NDPs. Furthermore, NDPs are highly heritable (23,24) and genetic factors may also account for more than two-thirds of the variation in bully victimization (25). As bully victimization is an exposure, rather than a trait or behaviour, the genetic influence could be a reflection of heritable characteristics that influence the vulnerability to bully victimization. By using a
twin design we are able to further investigate a possible association between NDPs and bully victimization and address to what extent this association is influenced by genetic and environmental factors. The twin design thus represents one way to control for unmeasured genetic and shared environmental factors. Specifically, within a monozygotic twin pair, if the twin with more NDPs tend to suffer from more bully victimization, then the association cannot be attributed to unmeasured genetic and shared environmental confounds. If, on the other hand, both twins within a pair suffer from an equal amount of bully victimization regardless of who had more NDPs in childhood, then a causal interpretation is untenable (26,27). In other words, in such a case, the phenotypic association is driven by genes and/or shared environments. This is important to establish before designing intervention programs; if the association between NDPs and bully victimization is attributable to genes or the shared environment, then there is little or no reason to expect that interventions targeting NDPs would lead to decreased prevalence of bully victimization.

In sum, we aimed to investigate the association between NDPs in childhood and subsequent adolescent bully victimization. Specifically we aimed to answer the following questions:

a) Do children with parent-reported NDPs at age 9 or 12 self-report more bully victimization at age 15? Is this effect related to a general NDP factor, or is it unique to specific neurodevelopmental problems?

b) If an association between NDPs and later bully victimization exist, to what extent is it driven by genetic and environmental factors (shared and non-shared)?

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants**

The Child and Adolescent Twin Study in Sweden (CATSS) started in 2004, and is an on-going prospective cohort study targeting all Swedish twins born from July 1992 and onwards. The overall aim is to prospectively study the development of physical and mental health from childhood to adolescence and young adulthood, with specific attention to NDPs. Parents are interviewed by telephone in conjunction with their twins’ 9th or 12th birthday (CATSS-9/12) and when the twins are 15, they self-report data in web-questionnaires (CATSS-15). The telephone interviews are conducted by interviewers from a professional company `Intervjubolaget’, who, after a brief introduction in child and adolescent psychiatry
and twin research, use a computerized version of the interview. Up to December 31, 2012 CATSS-9/12 included 21,450 individuals (response rate: 80% of all twins born in Sweden in the mentioned timeframe) (28).

The current analyses included 3,921 twin individuals (and their parents) who responded to both baseline interview and follow-up at age 15 (overall response rate to current study sample: 60.5%). Response rates were lower for children screened positive for neurodevelopmental disorders in the CATSS-9/12 parent interview (ADHD: 46%, ASD: 33%, Developmental Coordination Disorder [DCD]: 53%, Tic Disorder [TD]: 52%, Learning disorder [LD]: 47%) and also for children who were bullied according to the CATSS-9/12 parent interview (52.9%).

Zygosity was determined from DNA analyses in 86% of all same-sex twins. For twins without genetic assessments, an algorithm based on five questions of twin similarity derived from 571 pairs of twins with known zygosity was used to determine zygosity. Only twins with more than 95% probability of being correctly classified were assigned zygosity by this method. Twin analyses included 1,114 females (540 monozygotic and 574 same-sex dizygotic twins) and 1048 males (402 monozygotic and 646 same-sex dizygotic twins). All participants consented to the study and the Ethics Committee at Karolinska Institutet, Sweden granted ethical approval.

Measures

*Autism – Tics, ADHD and other Comorbidities (A-TAC) interview*

Neurodevelopmental problems were assessed with the A-TAC inventory which covers a broad range of neurodevelopmental symptoms and other common child psychiatric problems with high reliability and validity (29,30). A total of 96 items are arranged in 19 modules, each addressing a specific trait dimension. Items are worded to correspond to symptom definitions and diagnostic criteria of the DSM-IV-TR (18), answered in a lifetime perspective and in relation to similarly aged peers. Response options include “No” (0), “Yes to some extent” (0.5) and “Yes” (1). We used modules that primarily tapped neurodevelopmental traits, including motor control; perception; concentration and attention; impulsiveness and hyper-activity; learning; memory, planning and organizing tasks; language; social interaction; flexibility and tics. The modules for concentration and
attention, and impulsiveness and hyper-activity, correspond to DSM criteria for ADHD, and modules language, social interaction and flexibility correspond to DSM criteria for ASD.

Olweus bully/victim scale

The Olweus bully/victim scale (31,32) is a self-report questionnaire of perceived bully experiences, which was filled out by participants at the age of 15. The questionnaire provides a definition of bullying and asks about such occurrences in the past couple of months. It consists of 11 items tapping verbal, physical, and internet bullying as well as social exclusion, rated on 5-point scales ranging from “it has not happened to me in the last months” (1) to “several times a week” (5). Because previous analyses have demonstrated that this is a unidimensional construct (3), we treated it as a single continuous scale. For the prevalence estimates presented in Table 1, a previously validated cut-off score using one global item was used (3).

Possible confounders

Socioeconomic factors also seem associated with bullying (33–35); hence, we included parental education level as a possible confound. To control for bully victimization at baseline, we used one item from the A-TAC parent interview in CATSS 9/12 that asked if the child had ever been bullied in school.

Statistical analysis

Observed associations between A-TAC NDP modules and bullying

We analysed self-reported bully victimization at age 15 as a function of parent-reported NDPs at age 9/12. In order to take measurement error and the non-normal distribution of the items into account, we created a latent continuous factor for each A-TAC NDP module and the bully victimization scale based on the polychoric correlations among the items. We regressed the continuous latent bully victimization variable on the continuous latent A-TAC NDP modules and then controlled for parent education level and parent-reported bully victimization at baseline. Figure 1 displays this model. Subsequently, we controlled for comorbidity by creating a latent general NDP factor. This latent general NDP factor included all A-TAC NDP modules, excluding the one module that was the target of
interest in each analysis. Thus, we examined if a given NDP module had a unique association with bully victimization after controlling for a general NDP factor. The full analyses thus address the independent effects of each specific A-TAC NDP module on adolescent bully victimization, while controlling for bully victimization at baseline, parent education and comorbid NDPS. We used robust standard errors to account for the non-independence among twin pairs. We analyzed boys and girls separately, as both bully victimization and NDPS were more common among boys (table 1, table 2, appendix table 1) and because gender differences have previously not been explored.

**Insert Figure 1 about here**

**Twin analyses – Cholesky decomposition**

After inspecting the observed associations between NDP modules and bully victimization, we applied so-called Cholesky decompositions, which examine how much of the observed associations that could be attributed to shared genes (A), shared environment (C), and non-shared (unique) environment (E). Shared genes represent the inherited additive effects of different alleles; the shared environment represents non-genetic components making twins within a pair similar; and the non-shared environment represents non-genetic components making twins within a pair dissimilar. Monozygotic twins are expected to share, on the average, all of their segregating genes, all of the shared environment (because they grow up in the same household), and, by definition, none of the non-shared environment. Dizygotic twins differ from monozygotic twins only in that they share, on the average, half of their segregating genes.

More specifically, the Cholesky decomposition capitalizes on differences in correlations between NDP in twin one within a pair with bully victimization in twin two within the same pair. To the extent that correlation is stronger for monozygotic twins compared to dizygotic twins, it implies the influence of shared genes. To the extent it is similar across monozygotic and dizygotic twins, it implies the influence of the shared environment. To the extent this association is not unity within pairs, it implies the influence of the non-shared environment. As mentioned in the introduction, the non-shared environmental effect (E) may be interpreted as a quasi-causal parameter, that is, an association that persists after controlling for all potential genetic and shared environmental confounds (26,27). In the context of this study, a significant E parameter would indicate that
within a twin pair, the twin who displayed more NDPs at age 9 would also be bullied more at age 15, which cannot solely be attributed to genetic or shared environmental factors.

Because there were too few observations to analyse the data at the item level (as in the observed analyses) when examining MZ and DZ separately, the Cholesky decompositions were carried out at the scale level (i.e., items were summed to create scale scores). We used STATA for descriptive statistics (36) and Mplus (37) for the observed associations and the Cholesky decompositions.

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics

Descriptive statistics are displayed in Table 1. Mean scores for the A-TAC NDP modules are presented in Table 2. (Prevalence of neurodevelopmental diagnoses presented in the appendix Table 1)

Observed associations between childhood general NDPs and adolescent bully victimization.

Observed (phenotypic) associations between NDPs at age 9/12 and bully victimization at age 15 are presented in Table 3. In boys, six NDP modules were weakly but significantly prospectively associated with adolescent bully victimization (β ranged from 0.09 to 0.21; Table 3, unadjusted). This effect only remained significant for the NDP modules social interaction (β = 0.17, 95% CI: 0.04-0.30) and flexibility (β = 0.14, 95% CI: 0.03-0.25) when controlling for bully victimization at baseline and parent education (Table 3, adjusted 1). In girls, all ten NDP modules were significantly prospectively associated with adolescent bully victimization (β ranged from 0.10 to 0.42; Table 3, adjusted 1) and these effects remained for all modules when controlling for bully victimization at baseline and parent education (β ranged from 0.08 to 0.39) (Table 3, adjusted 1).

The general NDP factor, which included all A-TAC trait modules, was itself significantly associated with bully victimization in girls (β=0.30, 95% CI: 0.21-0.38) and boys (β=0.11, 95% CI: 0.03-0.18) (Table 3, unadjusted). This effect remained only in girls when controlling for bully victimization at baseline and parental education (β=0.27, 95% CI: 0.18-0.36) (Table 3, adjusted 1).

Observed associations of childhood unique NDPs and adolescent bully victimization.
We then proceeded to control for the general NDP factor to examine if NDP modules would remain uniquely associated with bully victimization. For boys, when controlling for the general NDP factor, no specific NDP module uniquely predicted bully victimization (Table 3, adjusted $\chi^2$). In girls, however, when controlling for the general NDP factor, social interaction ($\beta=0.54; 95\% CI: 0.08-0.99$) and motor control problems ($\beta=0.10, 95\% CI: 0.02-0.17$) remained significantly related to adolescent bully victimization (Table 3, adjusted $\chi^2$).

Finally, for ADHD and ASD, we also conducted analyses with diagnoses rather than scale scores; the resulting pattern was analogous (appendix Table 3).

### Genetic and environmental contributions to observed associations

We proceeded to examine to what extent the observed association could be explained by genetic and environmental factors. Because the observed associations between NDPs and bully victimization were significant only among girls, we only performed Cholesky decompositions on the female subsample. In order to control for a general NDP factor, we used a trivariate Cholesky decomposition, that is, we included three variables (the general factor, motor/social problems, and victimization of bullying). We entered the general NDP factor first and then added the respective NDP modules that evidenced an additional significant observed association with bully victimization (social interaction, Figure 2a, and motor control, Figure 2b). Thus, the trivariate Cholesky decomposition essentially represents a twin version of the observed associations conducted above in that we examined the general effect of having any problem (i.e., the general NDP factor) in addition to a specific effect associated with the social interaction and motor control modules, respectively. We were primarily interested in examining if paths from the general NDP factor and the motor/social problems E paths influenced bully victimization. If both of these regression coefficients were to be positive and significant, it would indicate that the twin within a pair with more general NDPs and motor/social problems also tended to suffer from more bully victimization (i.e., that the associations were not confounded by genetic and shared environment confounds). Because a univariate analysis demonstrated that the shared environment (C) did not influence variation in the outcome (comparing an ACE to an AE model revealed that the latter did not fit worse, $\Delta\chi^2(1) = 1.09, p = .30$), this component was dropped from the analyses. Univariate analyses of the predictors (i.e., the general NDP
factor, motor problems, and social problems) also demonstrated that AE models did not fit worse than ACE models (across all three ACE models, the C estimate converged at zero; subsequently, the chi-square differences between the ACE and AE models were not significant). As a consequence, we fit trivariate AE Cholesky decompositions.

The observed association between the general NDP factor and bully victimization was influenced by both genetic factors (65% averaged across the two analyses displayed in figures 2a and 2b) and unique environmental factors (35% averaged across the two analyses in figures 2a and 2b). After controlling for the general factor, the observed association between motor problems and later bully victimization was primarily influenced by genetic (76%) rather than unique environmental (24%) factors. The observed association between social interaction and later bully victimization was primarily influenced by unique environmental (84%) rather than genetic (16%) factors, after controlling for the general factor.

Our results indicate that the E-regression path between the general NDP factor and bully victimization was significant in both decompositions (Figure 2a: $\beta = 0.22$, 95% CI: 0.12, 0.32; Figure 2b: $\beta = 0.25$, 95% CI: 0.15, 0.35). The E-regression path was also significant between social interaction and bully victimization ($\beta = 0.11$; 95%CI: 0.04, 0.18; Figure 2a). This means that within female twin pairs, the girl with more general NDPs or social interaction problems also self-reported more bully victimization. For motor control problems, however, the E-regression path to bully victimization was not significant, that is, within a twin pair, knowing which twin had more motor control problems provided no information about which twin was more likely to report adolescent bully victimization.

By summing all the genetics paths leading into bully victimization, one can compute an estimate of its heritability. This shows that the heritability is 67%, in line with previous research (25).

Insert Figure 2 about here.

DISCUSSION

The general NDP factor and bully victimization

In this population-based prospective study of almost 4,000 twins, children with more parent-reported NDPs at age 9/12 more often self-reported bully victimization in mid-adolescence (age 15). The largest effect could be attributed to a general factor underlying all
specific NDPs. This suggests that the amount, rather than the specific nature of NDPs, is the primary driving force behind the observed association between childhood NDPs and adolescent bullying. The genetic part of this association could be mediated through a host of currently unknown variables, including problems and disorders outside the neurodevelopmental domain. Although speculative, one possibility is that the same genes that predispose individuals to neurodevelopmental problems also lead to somewhat different personality traits. Though individuals with such traits may manage fairly well during childhood, they may risk bullying once fitting in with peers grows increasingly important during adolescence.

The finding that the amount appears more important than the specific nature of NDPs dovetails with other recent research highlighting the importance of a general NDP common to all or most neurodevelopmental diagnostic entities. Past studies have demonstrated substantial overlap among specific NDPs (20,22,23,28), and Gillberg (38) has argued for more comprehensive assessment and treatment for children with NDPs than what the current diagnostic system allows. The current results might be seen as corroborating this argument, in that a general NDP factor appeared stronger in predicting bullying victimization than specific neurodevelopmental problems or diagnoses.

**Social interaction and motor control as unique predictors**

Social interaction and motor problems had independent, additional predictive effects on bully victimization risk among girls (but not boys) in this study. Poor social competence has previously been suggested as an important risk factor for bully victimization in non-clinical populations (34,39,40). Also, children with ASD report alarmingly high rates of bully victimization (12,13,41,42). Besides difficulties with social interaction, ASD also includes behavioural problems such as inflexibility, repetitive, stereotypic actions, and communication difficulties. However, our results indicate that only social skill problems relate uniquely to bully victimization. Although two prior studies did not find social skills problems to be uniquely associated to bully victimization (12,43) our findings agree with other studies suggesting that “social vulnerability” including gullibility and credulity is an independent risk factor for bully victimization in school-aged children with ASD (44) and that better social skills protect against bully victimization in ASD youths (13). Although comparing
studies is difficult due to differences in design and study population, our study is the largest in this area and controls for a wide range of comorbid NDPs.

Motor clumsiness has previously been suggested as a risk factor for bully victimization (16,17,45,46). This was supported by our data among girls (but not boys) and influenced by shared genes predisposing individuals to both motor coordination problems and bully victimization.

The unique environmental effect

Aside from genes, the association between NDPs and bully victimization was also influenced by the unique environment, particularly so for the general NDP factor and social interaction module among girls. As discussed above, a significant unique environmental effect (E) indicates that this association cannot be attributed solely to genetic or familial factors and, thus, is consistent with an interpretation of NDPs causing a higher risk of being subjected to bully victimization. Accordingly, interventions focused on reducing general NDPs and social interaction problems among girls could potentially reduce the individual risk of being subjected to bully victimization in adolescence. In contrast, motor problems did not exhibit a causal effect on bully victimization. Hence, though motor clumsiness could be used as a marker of risk of being bullied, interventions directed towards motor skills might not decrease that risk.

The current literature on social skills training in relation to bully victimization is limited. In one randomly controlled study the efficacy of a generic social skills intervention, Social Skills GRoup INtervention (S.S.GRIN), for children with social difficulties was assessed. It revealed that S.S.GRIN moderately increased peer liking, enhanced self-esteem and self-efficacy, and decreased social anxiety. However, no effect on bully victimization was seen (47).

Recent reviews on social skills training for children with ASD (48,49) do not include any studies using bully victimization as an outcome.

Gender difference

According to our results, there is a trend, although statistically non-significant, that the association between NDPs and bully victimization is stronger for girls than boys, indicating that girls may be more vulnerable to be subjected to bully victimization than are
boys with similar amounts of NDPs. Although more research on this topic is needed before drawing firm conclusions, the same pattern was seen in a large longitudinal study demonstrating that delinquent behaviour predicted indirect (non-physical) bully victimization more strongly in girls than boys (50). Furthermore, Bacchini et al found that ADHD symptoms in females predicted bully victimization whereas the same symptoms predicted bully perpetration among boys (51). Thus, one hypothesis to the gender differences we find is that NDPs may lead to bully victimization among girls, but bully perpetration among boys, perhaps due to a gender difference in which actions are considered socially accepted and gender appropriate. A further possibility is that females need a higher liability to develop the disease (or a female protective effect). For example, siblings of girls with ASD had a higher risk of the disorder compared to siblings of boys (52) and rare mutations in females with ASD are larger and more disruptive than those in males with ASD (53). Of course, other both biological and/or social factors are also possible, so it would be interesting to investigate the possible mechanisms in future studies.

Strengths and limitations

Strengths of this study include, first, that we used a large nationwide, population-based cohort that included both children who met diagnostic criteria and children with sub-diagnostic NDP levels. Second, because diagnoses can be rather heterogeneous, we analysed more specific NDP components. Third, we accounted for the extensive comorbidity among NDPs. Fourth, by assessing twins prospectively from ages 9/12 to 15, and fifth, by modelling genetic and environmental contributions to associations, we controlled unmeasured confounds and approached causal interpretability. Nevertheless, our results should be viewed in light of some important limitations. The study experienced attrition at follow-up, particularly among children with more problems, although this may rather underestimate the associations studied. Further, NDPs and baseline bullying were both assessed by parental report and outcome bully victimization tapped only by self-report. Clinical examination and/or multiple informants might provide more accurate information. However, the instruments we used have been validated previously (3,29,30). A small number of studies have showed that adolescents with ASD do not interpret social situations correctly, raising the question whether self-reported bully victimization can be used as a reliable source of information (54,55). The findings from a recent study using
multiple informants however indicate that the perception of adolescents with ASD on bullying behaviour is likely to be accurate (56). Additionally, although results from twin studies on bully victimization should be generalized with some caution to non-twin samples, previous twin studies suggest similar bully victimization prevalence as in singletons (33) and there is no reason to suspect that associations between risk factors and bully victimization should operate differently in twins than among non-twins. Lastly, the latent factors in the phenotypic analyses were based on items, whereas we had to revert to scale level (i.e., sum scores) when we conducted the Cholesky decompositions due to lack of observations. Because sum scores include measurement error, these analyses had less power to detect any association.

**Conclusion and implication**

Given that bully victimization comes at great individual, familial, and societal costs, it is imperative to understand the developmental processes behind it to guide risk assessment and prevention strategies. In this study we identified child characteristics, including neurodevelopmental problems in general and social interaction and motor control problems in particular, that put individuals at risk for adolescent bully victimization. This study focuses on the child’s individual characteristics and we acknowledge the ethical dilemma in pointing out presumed individual traits as risk factor for being bullied, which can be misunderstood as “blaming the victim”. Bullying happens in a social context and it is also influenced by contextual factors, which are likely to greatly influence both the prevalence of bully victimization and the consequences of bully victimization for the individual child. However, individual factors also influence this risk and need to be addressed in order to maximize the effort of reducing bully victimization. Our results indicate that reducing childhood NDPs in general, and social interaction problems among girls in particular, may be one important step in reducing a child’s risk of being subjected to adolescent bully victimization.
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